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Promiscuous DNA: horizontal transfer
of transposable elements and why it
matters for eukaryotic evolution
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Horizontal transfer is the passage of genetic material
between genomes by means other than parent-to-offspring inheritance. Although the transfer of genes is
thought to be crucial in prokaryotic evolution, few
instances of horizontal gene transfer have been reported
in multicellular eukaryotes; instead, most cases involve
transposable elements. With over 200 cases now
documented, it is possible to assess the importance of
horizontal transfer for the evolution of transposable
elements and their host genomes. We review criteria
for detecting horizontal transfers and examine recent
examples of the phenomenon, shedding light on its
mechanistic underpinnings, including the role of host–
parasite interactions. We argue that the introduction of
transposable elements by horizontal transfer in eukaryotic genomes has been a major force propelling genomic variation and biological innovation.
The importance of horizontal transfer of DNA in
genome evolution
Horizontal transfer has long been recognized as a crucial
mechanism driving bacterial evolution [1]. In contrast, the
evolutionary significance of horizontal transfer between
the nuclear genomes of multicellular eukaryotes has
remained more obscure [2]. We believe this gap in perceived importance is attributable to the disproportionate
attention given to the transfer of genes as opposed to nongenic DNA. A fundamental difference in the genomic composition of multicellular eukaryotes compared to prokaryotes is that genes represent a minor and relatively static
component of most eukaryotic genomes. Instead, most
eukaryotic genomes are littered with non-coding DNA
and transposable elements (TEs), discrete segments of
DNA capable of moving from one locus to another and
often duplicating themselves in the process. Not only are
TEs the single most abundant entity of large eukaryotic
genomes (e.g. about half of the human genome and 85% of
the maize genome [3,4]), they are also one of their most
dynamic components. The movement and accumulation of
TEs introduce a prolific source of raw genomic and epigenomic variation among lineages that has both an immediate and lasting influence on the evolutionary trajectory of
the host species (for recent reviews, see Refs [5–8]). Given
the known importance and abundance of TEs in eukaryotic
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genomes, an examination of their propensity for horizontal
transfer is overdue.
The role of horizontal transfer in the persistence of
transposable elements
The question of how TEs and other forms of ‘selfish DNA’ [9]
persist in genomes while having no direct selective benefit to
the host has long intrigued evolutionary biologists (e.g.
[10,11]). Several models have been developed to assess
the relative effects of transposition and excision rates, negative selection, and population genetic parameters (such as
effective population size) on the long-term survival of TEs in
the population (e.g. [12,13]). Most of these models aimed to
identify conditions under which TEs would be at a transposition–selection balance (for review, see Ref. [14]). The
unexpected discovery in the early 1990s that some TEs,
notably the P element of Drosophila, were able to colonize
new genomes by means of horizontal transfer [15] unveiled
an additional way TEs could persist over time. Horizontal
escape of an active transposon into a new genomic background would allow the element to evade a seemingly
inevitable vertical extinction in its original host lineage
resulting from elimination (by drift or selection) or inactivation due to mutational decay ([16,17]; Box 1).
Although the inherent ability of TEs to mobilize and
integrate into the genome suggested a proclivity for horizontal transfer [18], until recently it was unclear whether
Glossary
Autonomous elements: Transposable elements that encode the proteins
necessary to perform a complete transposition reaction on their own, i.e. to
move from one genomic locus to another.
DNA transposons (Class 2): Transposable elements that transpose via a DNA
intermediate, also often referred to as ‘cut-and-paste’ elements because they
excise and integrate elsewhere, unlike retroelements which do not excise.
LTR elements: one of two major subclasses of retroelements comprised of
several superfamilies (e.g. Ty1/Copia), some of which produce virus-like
particles; characterized by long terminal repeats (LTRs) which are generated
upon chromosomal integration.
Non-autonomous: Transposable elements that do not encode the transposition machinery and are therefore not able to transpose on their own. In order to
move, these elements must utilize the proteins encoded by autonomous
elements.
Non-LTR elements: the second of two major subclasses of retroelements
(characterized by the lack of terminal repeats), also comprised of numerous
superfamilies (e.g. L1, RTE, and Alu).
Retroelements (or retrotransposons; Class 1): TEs that replicate based on the
reverse transcription of an RNA intermediate, also referred to as ‘copy-andpaste’ elements.
Transposable elements (TEs): pieces of DNA characterized by their ability to
move from one locus to another in the genome.
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Box 1. The role of horizontal transfer in the lifecycle of transposable elements
The lifecycle of a TE family is akin to a birth-and-death process: a new TE
family is born when an active copy colonizes a novel host genome and it
dies when all copies in a lineage are lost (by chance or negative
selection) or inactivated, a process which may be driven by hostdefense mechanisms and/or by the accumulation of disabling mutations in the TE sequence (see Figure Ia). There are two major ways for
TEs to escape extinction: the first is to horizontally transfer to a new host
genome prior to inactivation and the second is to inflict minimal harmful
effects (e.g. low replication rate), so as to evade the eye of selection in
their current host. Like other parasites, it is possible that TEs will make
use of different strategies over time, e.g. rely on high transmission rates
initially (rapid replication and horizontal transfer), perhaps evolving
towards a lower virulence strategy over time (‘the conventional
wisdom’, according to Ref. [83]). The signature of each strategy (which
do not represent a dichotomy as much as a continuum) is illustrated by
looking at the relative congruence between TE phylogenies and that of
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their host (Figure Ib and c). In families of TEs where HTT is frequent,
there should be dramatic incongruence between the phylogeny of the
TE family and that of its various host species (Figure Ib). In these cases,
horizontal transfer might allow the TE to colonize a new genome in
which host suppression mechanisms are inefficient [16,17], either
because they have not had time to co-evolve or are copy numberdependent (e.g. [84,85]). In cases where TEs have persisted for long
periods in a given host lineage, the reduced frequency of HTT can be
inferred from the greater similarity between the TE and host phylogenies (Figure Ic). For example, persistence could be achieved through
self-regulatory mechanisms that limit copy number (proposed in [16])
or by evolving targeting preference for insertion into ‘safe havens’ in the
genome (e.g. high copy-number genes or heterochromatin [86,87]). The
LINE-1 element of mammals provides an exceptional example of
vertical endurance, having persisted and diversified over the past 100
My with no evidence of HTT [36,88].

Figure I. (a) Simplified model of the lifecycle of TE families and the importance of horizontal transfer. Gray bars represent chromosomes, colored squares represent TEs
(with the original sequence in red, mutated in orange, diversified in yellow, persistent in green, and inactivated by orange and red lines). Arrows represent transitions
between stages (not all possibilities are illustrated). (b and c) Expected phylogenetic patterns of TEs found among hosts when HTT is frequent (b) versus rare (c).
Hypothetical TE phylogenies are depicted with black lines, black circles at nodes illustrate episodes of HTT, and host species are shown in colored silhouettes on the
right of each tree with color similarity indicative of their phylogenetic relatedness.

the process affected a broad range of TEs and organisms.
Here we review the methods and criteria for detecting
horizontal transposon transfer (HTT), examine trends
and patterns revealed by the growing number of documented cases, and highlight the importance of HTT in the
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lifecycle of various types of TEs. We conclude that virtually
all types of TEs may be subject to HTT, and that viruses
and parasites may facilitate the spread of TEs across
widely diverged species. Lastly, we argue that the importance of HTT in the evolution of multicellular eukaryotes
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has been largely overlooked and discuss the impact of such
a process on the evolution of host genomes.
Detecting HTT in the genomic era
Traditionally, three criteria have been used to infer HTT:
(i) patchy distribution of the TE within a group of taxa, (ii)
high sequence similarity of the TE from different host
species which exceeds levels that would be expected given
the divergence time of the hosts, and (iii) incongruence of
TE and host phylogeny (reviewed by Refs [19,20]). It is,
however, important to keep in mind that each of these
patterns may also result from other evolutionary processes, such as stochastic loss and/or differential fixation
of ancestral polymorphism [21], purifying selection acting
to preserve TE sequences for cellular function [22,23], or
variable rates and modes of evolution of the TEs [20,24].
Inferences about HTT, therefore, need to be based on more
than one line of evidence, with the strongest cases being
those for which alternative hypotheses can be confidently
refuted by sampling additional taxa and loci, as well as
performing tests to examine the role of selection in preserving TE sequences after their insertion in the genome.
The difficulty in establishing HTT is well illustrated by
the alleged horizontal transfer of the Bov-B non-long
terminal repeat (non-LTR) retrotransposon between squamate reptiles and ruminants. Here the claim for HTT was
originally made based on the high level of interspecific
sequence similarity in a 550-bp region at the 30 end of the
element and its patchy distribution among tetrapods [25].
This claim was later refuted based on sequence analyses of
a longer segment of the reverse transcriptase region from a
broader range of related non-LTR retrotransposons [26].
The case for HTT remained unsettled until additional taxa
were sampled and further sequence analyses were conducted, which now strongly argue in favor of HTT [27,28].
The argument for HTT was further bolstered by the discovery of a Bov-B-derived short interspersed element from
squamate reptiles integrated in the genome of a poxvirus
known to infect mammals [29].
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One method that may be used to infer HTT between
host species is the comparison of rates of synonymous
mutations (Ks) observed in TEs with those in orthologous
genes. If the presence of a TE in two hosts is due to HTT,
then it will be younger and will have accumulated fewer
synonymous mutations than the host genes [30,31]. With
many complete genome sequences now available, this
approach can be implemented in a robust statistical
framework taking into account the Ks distribution of
hundreds of host genes in order to formally define the
Ks threshold under which the presence of a TE is considered to be the result of HTT. An advantage of this
approach is that it can be applied to the detection of HTTs
between closely-related species, such as Drosophila melanogaster and Drosophila simulans, which diverged less
than 5 My ago [31].
Access to whole genome sequences provides the opportunity to gather most TE copies from a given genome,
which can also be used to supply robust evidence for
HTT. Phylogenetic analysis of individual TE copies
extracted from multiple genomes involved in HTT, in
conjunction with biogeographical and ecological data,
can help decipher the direction of transfer (e.g. [32,33]).
In addition, whole genomes provide a way to estimate the
timing of amplification of TE families, which, in turn, can
help strengthen the case for HTT. Both empirical data [34]
and simulations [35] suggest that TE amplification occurs
immediately after the initial introduction of an active
founder copy. Thus, by dating TE amplification one can
estimate the date at which HTT might have occurred.
Dating can be performed by calculating the pairwise divergence between all individual TE copies and an ancestral
founder copy, which can be approximated by a consensus
sequence reconstructed using multiple copies belonging to
the same TE family from a given species. Because TE
sequences typically evolve neutrally after insertion in the
genome [16,17], the date of amplification can be obtained by
converting the average sequence divergence into absolute
time using the neutral substitution rate of the host species

Table 1. Summary of known cases of HTT
Class
Non-LTR retrotransposons

Superfamily
jockey
RTE
CR1
Rex1
Tad
Smal (SINE)

Number of HTTs
3
6
1
1
2
1

Number of HTTs in Drosophila
3
–
–
–
–
–

Number of cross-phyla HTTs
–
–
–
–
–
–

LTR retrotransposons

Ty3/gypsy
Ty1/copia

70
16

63
4

–
–

Penelope

Penelope

11

11

–

DNA transposons

P
Tc1/mariner
PIF
Mutator
hAT
IS5
PiggyBac

28
34
3
1
38
1
2

28
17
3
–
10
–
–

–
3
–
–
9
–
–

218

139

12

TOTAL

Cases listed by class and tallied by superfamily with the number of cases observed in drosophilids and involving cross-phyla transfer noted (see Supplemental Table 1 for
complete list and references).
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[36,37]. A difference in the dates of TE amplification between different hosts may indicate that the TE was transferred in some species earlier than in others, which may also
provide insight into the direction of HTT.
Known cases of HTT: the tip of the iceberg?
Data accumulated over the last two decades have shown
that both RNA- and DNA-mediated elements have crossed
species boundaries on many occasions (Table 1; see also
Supplemental Table 1 and references therein). Our survey
of the literature reveals 218 convincing cases of HTT; with
103, 97, and 14 cases affecting DNA transposons, LTR
retrotransposons, and non-LTR retrotransposons, respectively (Table 1). The apparent difference in the success rate
of HTT among TE types may stem from differences in the
replication strategies of the elements (Box 1), mechanisms
of transposition (Box 2), and/or may reflect historical and
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sampling biases. Because DNA transposons were the first
type of elements reported to transfer horizontally, they
may have subsequently been subject to closer investigation
(see Supplemental Table 1). Similarly, the majority of HTT
cases involve drosophilid flies (139 out of 218), but this is
likely because this is a group in which some of the most
famous, early cases of HTT were discovered and for which
extensive genomic resources are available. Currently, the
taxonomic sampling bias of whole-genome sequencing projects among eukaryotes leans strongly towards animals
and fungi, making it difficult to infer patterns among
under-represented groups, for example unicellular eukaryotes and plants. Thus, it is important to be cautious when
making generalizations about patterns of HTT based on
<1000 sequenced genomes until data for a more diverse
assemblage of the >1.5 million extant eukaryotes become
available.

Box 2. Transposition mechanisms and how they may influence HTT
TEs are categorized into two major classes based on their mechanism
of replication and are further clustered into superfamilies and families
according to their sequence and structural similarities [89]. Retroelements (Class I) are referred to as ‘copy-and-paste’ TEs because
their mobilization typically involves replicative gain [90]. In contrast,
DNA transposons (Class II) are typically characterized by ‘cut-andpaste’ transposition, whereby the element is excised and reintegrated
elsewhere [5,91]. The inherent ability of TEs to mobilize and integrate
into chromosomes increases the possibility of their transfer compared to non-mobile sequences [18]; however, the propensity for HTT
may differ based on the transposition mechanism of each group
Figure I .
DNA transposons and LTR retroelements both have a doublestranded DNA intermediate that is thought to be more stable than the
RNA intermediate of non-LTR retroelements and therefore more likely
to be capable of HTT [26,92]. In addition, DNA transposons that have
transferred across widely-diverged taxa may be more likely to
function because only the transposase, but no specific host factors,
are required for transposition to occur [38]. Structurally, most of these
elements are extremely streamlined, often consisting of a single

[(Figure_I)TD$G]

intronless gene encoding a transposase flanked by short terminal
inverted repeats. In some cases, they lack a promoter and rely on
read-through transcription from adjacent host promoters for expression (e.g. Tc1 [93]). It is tempting to interpret this minimal genetic
organization as an adaptation for HTT. Other aspects of the
transposition cycle are also likely to determine the probability of
HTT, for example some LTR retrotransposons encode an envelopelike protein. As with retroviruses, such proteins could provide the TE
with infection-like capabilities [51,94], although many cases of HTT
involving envelope-less LTR elements have also been described (e.g.
[95]).
Regardless of their class, TEs can be autonomous or nonautonomous, depending on whether they have the coding capacity
for proteins required for their mobilization. Although both autonomous and non-autonomous elements can be activated if the
necessary proteins are available and their cis-acting sequences are
intact, non-autonomous elements may be less likely to transfer
horizontally because they do not encode the proteins required for
their own mobilization (but see Ref. [29] for an interesting case of
host-to-virus transfer of a non-autonomous element).

Figure I. Schematics of the transposition mechanisms for the three major groups of TEs, with special reference to points in the process where the possibility of HTT is
especially high. White circles with solid borders are cells, gray circles with dashed borders are nuclei; bold lines indicate host DNA (black = donor site, gray = recipient
site); TEs are represented by red boxes (DNA) or squiggly lines (mRNA); protein products are represented by shaded circles and ovals; thick black arrows indicate stage
in transposition during which TEs are disassociated from host genomic DNA and thought to be most likely to horizontally transfer.
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Box 3. Making the case: an example of widespread HTT
Several lines of evidence can be used to make the case for HTT
among organisms. (a) A patchy taxonomic distribution is expected if
TEs are moving horizontally rather than being vertically inherited.
The timing of amplification can be used to help identify candidate
vectors, given that species ranges (and their overlap) can shift
significantly over evolutionary time periods. (b) Identifying empty
orthologous positions in other species helps verify that a given
insertion has not been vertically inherited (in which case it would be
found at the same genomic position in other taxa). (c) The most
frequently used criterion to uncover cases of HTT, however, is
sequence similarity between TEs from species that exceeds the
levels expected based on the time elapsed since their divergence. (d)
Such sequence similarity can be analyzed in a phylogenetic framework and combined with information on the distribution and ecology
of the species involved to make further inferences about the
episodes of HTT. (e) Lastly, the identification of a vector or
mechanism of transfer represents a ‘holy grail’ in terms of evidence
for HTT. Despite mounting examples of HTT, the unequivocal
confirmation of any specific mechanism acting to shuttle DNA
among eukaryotes remains elusive Figure I.

[(Figure_I)TD$G]

Recently, Gilbert et al. [61] described a case of repeated, widespread
HTT including data suggesting parasites may play a key role in
facilitating HTT. The evidence showed HTT of four families of DNA
transposons across four animal phyla and including exchanges among
species on at least three different continents. In addition to the HTT
observed in vertebrates, they identified two invertebrate species
harboring the horizontally transferred TEs, both of which are associated
with parasitic life cycles. The hemipteran, Rhodnius prolixus, which is
an insect known to feed on the blood of mammals, birds, and reptiles,
as well as the pond snail, Lymnaea stagnalis, which is an intermediate
host for numerous trematodes parasitizing diverse vertebrates. In
particular, two of the transposons identified in R. prolixus cluster
phylogenetically with those found in the opossum and squirrel
monkey, which rank highly among this bug’s preferred mammalian
hosts in South America. Transposon DNA could have been directly
ingested or delivered by the bug through the frequent exchanges of
blood and saliva that occur between host and parasite during feeding.
In addition, it is possible that trypanosomes, intracellular protozoan
parasites transmitted to vertebrate hosts by triatomine bugs during
feeding, acted as an intermediate vector for HTT.

Figure I. An example of the lines of evidence used to infer the horizontal transfer of a transposable element family, OposCharlie1 (OC1), across three phyla and three
continents. (a) Phylogenetic evidence based on a tree showing the patchy distribution and timing of amplification of OC1 across phyla. Presence indicated with an blue
lightning bolt, timing of amplification (My ago) estimated for vertebrates based on sequence divergence of copies from the consensus shown below tree. (b) Lack of
orthologous insertions among taxa illustrated by an alignment showing empty sites at orthologous positions across taxa sharing recently transferred copies of OC1
(target site duplication of insert shown in orange). (c) Sequence identity shown by a plot of the percent identity at the nucleotide level across all aligned regions of the
OC1 consensus sequence across taxa, including the transposase open-reading frame (indicated by the purple rectangle), using 10-bp windows and 3-bp steps. (d)
Biogeographical evidence represented by a phylogeny of OC1 elements superimposed on a map to illustrate the presumed distribution of the host species at the
inferred time of transfer which shows higher identity among geographically overlapping species. (e) Candidate vectors include: (i) naked DNA or RNA; (ii) TEs; (iii)
viruses; (iv) bacteria (e.g. Wolbachia); (v) cellular parasites (e.g. trypanosomes); (vi) internal parasites (e.g. schistosomes) (vii) obligate endoparasitoids (e.g. parasitoid
wasps); and (viii) ectoparasites (e.g. R. prolixus, the blood sucking triatomine bug, which has OC1 copies 95% similar to those found in its preferred host, the opossum –
based on Gilbert et al. [61]).

Despite these sampling limitations, several initial inferences can be made based on the first large-scale systematic
studies of HTT (Table 2). First, there is evidence that HTT
has occurred numerous times, at least in some taxa. For
example, a genome-wide study across Drosophila esti-

mates that approximately one HTT event per TE family
occurs every 20 My in this group [31]. Furthermore, there
has been a steady accumulation of clear cases in opistokonts (fungi and animals) and plants, the two eukaryotic
supergroups in which TEs are especially abundant and for
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which most whole-genome sequence data are presently
available. Remarkably, in several instances, nearly identical elements have been able to infiltrate species separated by more than 500 My of evolution, including at least
12 instances of movement across animal phyla (Table 1 and
Box 3). So far, all these ‘long jumps’ involve DNA transposons (Tc1/mariner and hAT superfamilies), suggesting
that these elements are well adapted to invade a wide
range of species. This is not surprising given that several
eukaryotic DNA transposons (in particular, the Tc1/mariner, hAT, and piggyBac superfamilies) can transpose
readily when introduced experimentally into the genome
of heterologous species, even when the latter belong to a
different phylum (e.g. [38–40]), a different kingdom (e.g.
[41–43]), or even a different domain of life, i.e. bacteria or
archea (e.g. [44,45]). HTT is commonplace among prokaryotes (e.g. [46]) and often serves as a vehicle to transfer
genes between bacterial species [1]; however, only one
putative example of transfer of a prokaryotic TE into a
eukaryote has been reported. It involves the recent introduction of an IS5-like insertion sequence from an unknown
bacterial species into a bdelloid rotifer [47]. Although the
element is seemingly intact, it is only present as a single
copy and appears to be transcriptionally inactive,
suggesting that it failed to adapt to a eukaryotic host.
Nonetheless, this example suggests that prokaryotic TEs
may be delivered to eukaryotic hosts, which could explain
the patchy distribution of some eukaryotic DNA transposons that are phylogenetically related to bacterial insertion
sequences (e.g. the Merlin superfamily [48]).
In search of the smoking gun: mechanisms underlying
HTT
While the inherent mobility and replication abilities of TEs
undoubtedly facilitate excision and integration, the precise
mechanisms by which TEs can be transported between
organisms, including potential vectors, remain largely
mysterious. Successful transfer requires delivery of DNA
from donor to host cell (and to the germline for multicellular organisms), followed by integration into the recipient host genome. It has long been established that
‘naked’ DNA and RNA can circulate in animal bodily fluids
such as blood, plasma, lymph, saliva, and milk (e.g. [49]);
however, the half-life of such extrachromosomal nucleic
acids has not been quantified in most species. Other proposed routes for HTT are through feeding (although this
has never been demonstrated) or via some kind of vector
(e.g. [50]). In the simplest case, TEs themselves may
facilitate the transfer of other TEs, for example, nonLTR retrotransposons nesting in more HTT-prone DNA
transposons might be able to shuttle between host species
by hitchhiking. In addition, LTR retrotransposons can
make their own virus-like particles, and several can encode
envelope-like proteins (e.g. [51]), which could increase
their stability in the environment and confer infectious
properties facilitating HTT (see Box 2).
Other potential vehicles for HTT are the multitude of
pathogens and parasites that infect eukaryotes. The two
types of vectors discussed most frequently in the literature
are bacteria and viruses because of their known propensity
to transduce and recombine host DNA fragments and
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because they are often able to enter and exit eukaryotic
cells. Although the involvement of microorganisms and
viruses is easy to imagine, it remains difficult to prove.
The main obstacle lies in the low likelihood of fixation and
rapid removal of nonessential DNA in the genomes of
viruses and bacteria (e.g. [52]), which would rapidly erase
any traces of transient eukaryotic TEs in their genomes.
However, there are several reported instances where a TE
was essentially ‘caught in the act’ of a horizontal escape
from eukaryotic host to viral genome. These include the
discoveries of several active insect DNA transposons (e.g.
piggyBac) and of one LTR retrotransposon (TED) after
escaping the nuclear genome of lepidopteran cells into a
baculovirus in the laboratory [53–55]. Host-to-virus transposition can also take place in nature, as revealed by the
identification of a short interspersed element (a non-LTR
retrotransposon) from the genome of a snake integrated
into a poxvirus [29].
Another possible vector for HTT is Wolbachia, an intracellular parasitic bacterium known to transfer horizontally
among individuals and species of insects (e.g. [56]) and
capable of donating genetic material to its host [57,58].
Other common endoparasites, such as schistosomes (blood
flukes) or trypanosomes (intracellular parasites), may also
be capable of delivering or receiving fragments of DNA to
and from their host (e.g. [59,60]), therefore opening the
door for HTT. The most famous case of HTT among insects
(the transfer of P elements among drosophilids) is thought
to have been mediated by the ectoparasitic mite, Proctolaelaps regalis [50], although no P element sequence could
be detected in the genome of the mite, making it difficult to
unequivocally show that the parasite was involved in the
transfer. While chromosomal integration of a TE in a
parasite is not necessary for it to act as a vector for
HTT, such an event would offer not only compelling evidence for the involvement of the parasite, but also a
plausible mechanism for the recurrent delivery of the same
element to multiple host species. This situation was
recently encountered in the genome of a blood-sucking
triatomine bug, Rhodnius prolixus, which harbors at least
four DNA transposon families occurring in a diverse array
of vertebrates, including some of its preferred hosts in
nature ([61] and see Box 3).
Another convincing example of HTT between host and
parasite is a report of nearly identical mariner-like
elements in a parasitoid braconid wasp and its lepidopteran host [62]. Remarkably, this case might have also
implicated a viral intermediate: the polydnaviruses
(PDVs), a group of dsDNA viruses that have established
a symbiotic relationship with many braconid parasitoids to
suppress the immune response of their lepidopteran hosts
[63]. PDVs reside in the wasp genome as integrated proviral sequences and produce viral particles in the ovary
that are then injected into the host along with the parasitoid eggs. Thus, a TE landing into the wasp proviral PDV
sequences could be co-packaged and delivered to the lepidopteran cells, essentially creating a delivery system for
HTT [64]. Interestingly, several TE-related genes and TE
fragments have been found nested in proviral PDV
sequences, lending support to this scenario (e.g. [65]).
The intimate association between hosts and parasites
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(including viruses) makes it easy to envision multiple
opportunities for HTT between widely-diverged organisms
by a variety of mechanisms.
Consequences of HTT for eukaryotic evolution
Regardless of the precise mechanism(s) underlying HTT,
the accumulation of cases in the literature clearly points
to a recurrent phenomenon that may be viewed as an
integral facet of the lifecycle of TEs. But does it matter for
eukaryotic evolution? It has been argued that biological
innovation in multicellular organisms is largely driven by
changes in copy number or function of pre-existing
genetic material, rather than by the sudden appearance
of genes and pathways de novo [66]. Because TEs play a
major role in the duplication and rearrangement of genes
and regulatory DNA [5,6,8,67] and because HTT provides
the gateway for many TE invasions, HTT can be seen as
the trigger in a series of events that actively shapes
genomic architecture and can give rise to biological innovation (Box 4).
The most direct consequence of HTT is the addition of
TE copies themselves; indeed, many of the episodes of HTT
reviewed herein have given rise to massive waves of TE
amplification resulting in substantial increases in genome
size. In the case of the little brown bat, Myotis lucifugus,
DNA transposons from at least four different TE families
have horizontally entered the genome and amplified over
the past 30 My and these together account for the accumu-
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lation of 21 Mb of DNA in the vespertilionid bat lineage
[23,61]. The evolutionary consequences of the structural
genomic variation resulting from these multiple waves of
TE amplification have not been investigated, but it is
intriguing that they coincide with one of the most dramatic
episodes of speciation documented in mammals [6,68].
Beyond the mere addition and rearrangement of raw
genomic material, HTT can also result in the birth of new
cellular genes. This can occur via several processes (Box 4),
including the ‘domestication’ of genes originally encoded by
TEs that become co-opted for host functions [22,67]. For
example, the transposase gene from a copy of SPACE
INVADERS, a horizontally-transferred family of DNA
transposon, was captured to form a new fusion gene
specific to murine rodents [23]. In addition to domestication, HTT might lead to the evolution of novel genes or
regulatory regions via the transduction of captured functional sequence from the host. In prokaryotes, HTT (involving a variety of mobile elements, including phages,
integrons, conjugative, composite, and rolling-circle transposons [69]) commonly acts as a vehicle for gene transfer
among species. Although TEs have not yet been shown to
transfer host genes between different species in eukaryotes, they are capable of capturing and transducing
sequences at high frequency within a species (e.g.
[70,71]). Thus, it would not be surprising to discover that
HTT was responsible for the direct lateral movement of
functional DNA among eukaryotes.

Box 4. Impact of horizontal transfer and amplification of TEs on genome evolution
When TEs invade the genome by HTT or other means, their ability to
amplify (replicate and mobilize) can lead to a broad spectrum of
effects on the host. Most fundamentally, TE amplification can lead to
the accumulation of DNA and an increase in genome size. In addition,
TE insertions increase genetic variation. If TEs insert into genic
regions, they can cause mutations or changes in genes or gene
expression patterns. These are typically thought to be deleterious, but
in some cases have been shown to be adaptive [96]. If a TE confers a
selective benefit to the host, it can be retained and is said to be
domesticated [22,67]. Different forms of domestication include the
formation of novel gene chimeras between host and TE genes (e.g.
[97]) or the co-option of an intact TE’s function for the host’s benefit
(e.g. [98]). In addition, TE sequences contain a myriad of cisregulatory elements, including transcription factor binding sites,
which can be co-opted for the wiring of gene regulatory networks
(for review see Ref. [67]). TEs can occasionally pick up fragments of
the host genome during transposition and amplification, thereby

[(Figure_I)TD$G]

leading to massive gene duplication or shuffling of exons (e.g. [70,71];
see Ref. [5] for review). Another way by which TE activity may lead to
the formation of new genes is through the accidental recognition of
cellular transcripts by the transposition machinery encoded by
retrotransposons. During mammalian evolution, for example, this
process has generated thousands of retroposed gene duplicates,
many of which have evolved to take on new cellular functions
(reviewed by Ref. [99]). The amplification and dispersion of TEs
throughout the genome also generate an abundant substrate for
subsequent rearrangements, for example through illegitimate recombination between TE copies leading to chromosomal duplications,
deletions or inversions. Like other mutational events, these rearrangements may provide the raw material for adaptive genomic
innovations. For example, TE-mediated rearrangements have been
implicated in the formation of segmental duplications, which are an
important source of genetic novelty and phenotypic variation in
primate genomes [100] Figure I.

Figure I. Schematic of the impact of HTT on the genome. Red chevron represents HTT, yellow and orange circles represent proximate physical effects of HTT, colored
arrows represent consequences (purple = beneficial, green = neutral, and light blue = deleterious), and the rectangle represents potential downstream outcomes of
effects for which there is a selective benefit.
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In addition to the impact on individuals and species, HTT
may have had a profound influence on eukaryotic evolution
by contributing to the origins of the primordial eukaryotic
cell and features of multicellularity. Martin and Koonin [72]
speculated that selective pressure exerted by mobile introns
favored the evolution of the nuclear membrane as a protective barrier to separate transcription and translation after
mobile DNA invaded the genome. Following similar reasoning, Johnson [73] hypothesized that the selfish spread of TEs
drove the evolution of cellular partitioning, leading to the
division of germline and soma. This model is based on the
assumption that mobilization of TEs in somatic tissue has a
greater fitness cost to the host than TE activity in germ cells.
Thus, mutations causing the sequestration of reproductive
cells may be favored if, by restricting activity to the germline, they minimize deleterious phenotypic effects of TEs on
the host. This hypothesis depends on the observation that
TE activity can be restricted to the germline in some species
(e.g. in maize, Drosophila, and mouse [74–76]), however this
has not been assessed systematically and, in some
instances, TE activity is observed only or predominantly
in the soma [77–79]. Further circumstantial evidence for the
potential importance of germline sequestration as a line of
defense against HTT comes from the observation that HTT
appears to be rampant in the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea [61,80], a species lacking a sequestered germline.
Further investigation into the frequency of HTT, including
the comparison of HTT between animals and plants (which
also lack germline sequestration), will be required to untangle the importance of TE replication versus host genome
vulnerability in explaining the patterns of HTT observed
among species.
Conclusions and Future Directions
Recognizing the prevalence of HTT and its importance for
the long-term persistence of many TEs is a major step
towards understanding the impact of this phenomenon on
the evolution of eukaryotic genomes. Further progress will
necessitate systematic, genome-wide scans to identify
broad and unbiased patterns of HTT across different types
of TEs and taxonomic groups. This effort should lead to a
better understanding of the genetic, physiological and
ecological factors influencing HTT. In addition, experiments are needed to (i) delineate the mechanisms underlying HTT at the cellular and molecular levels, (ii) assess
the lines of genomic defense used by hosts to prevent
infiltration by foreign DNA, and (iii) uncover the biochemical loopholes that allow vectors of HTT to circumvent
such defenses. Lastly, identifying cases of HTT with clear
fitness costs or benefits will help clarify the phenotypic
impacts of the process on eukaryotic evolution. The discovery of rampant horizontal gene transfer among bacteria
has transformed our view of the prokaryotic tree of life into
a tangled web or a ‘forest’ of life [81,82] where the genetic
makeup of organisms reflect not only their ancestry but
also their ecology. Similarly, we postulate that the widespread horizontal transfer of transposons in eukaryotes
has the potential to shape genome content according to
ecological interactions between species and to significantly
distort the phylogenetic patterns expected from strict vertical inheritance.
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